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Word Hero in Training
**Wow Words**

- **capture**: If you capture something, you catch it and hold onto it.
- **combine**: When you combine two things, you mix them together.
- **elusive**: Something that is elusive is difficult to find or catch.
- **inspire**: If something inspires you, it makes you feel excited and full of ideas.
- **yearn**: If you yearn for something, you want it more than anything.

---

**I am inspired by the school.**
**capture**  If you capture something, you catch it and hold onto it.

**combine**  When you combine two things, you mix them together.
elusive  Something that is elusive is difficult to find or catch.

yearn  If you yearn for something, you want it more than anything.
Texas history is impressive because you learn about the past and how things change.
agile  Someone who is agile can move around easily and quickly.

construct  If you construct something, you build it.
rapid
Something that is rapid moves very fast.

vibrant
Something that is vibrant is very bright and full of color.
ample  If you have an ample amount of something, you have all that you need.

colossal  Things that are colossal are extremely large.
nurture  If you nurture something, you take care of it and help it grow.
resemble  If two things resemble each other, they look alike.
swift  If something is swift, it is fast or moves quickly.

**nurture**  If you nurture something, you take care of it and help it grow.

I nurture my brain by listening and challenging it. I like to learn.
ample  If you have an ample amount of something, you have all that you need.


colossal  Things that are colossal are extremely large.
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resemble  If two things resemble each other, they look alike.

swift  If something is swift, it is fast or moves quickly.
How to __________________________________________

What I Need

__________________________________________  __________________________________________

__________________________________________  __________________________________________

What I Do

First, __________________________________________

__________________________________________

Next, __________________________________________

__________________________________________

Last, __________________________________________

__________________________________________